The Growth of Sudan Communications
waters in the flood-season on to the level plain where they
are split into numberless channels and ultimately lose
themselves in the desert sand. Grain and cotton were
extensively cultivated on this inland " delta " after the
subsidence of the summer flood ; water was everywhere
near the surface, and the numerous shallow wells in the
district afforded a plentiful supply of water for the flocks
and herds of the native inhabitants* The building of a
railway to Kassala, and its extension onwards to Gedaref
and Sennar, would open up to trade a great fertile area
in the Eastern Sudan and would in addition provide an
alternative and shorter route to the sea for the trade of
Kordofan and the Upper Blue Nile.
A point on the Bed Sea Railway, 175 miles from Atbara,
was selected as the site for the junction, whence the
railway ran nearly due south to the town of Kassala.
The construction of this section of the line involved no
engineering difficulties and the railhead reached Kassala
in April, 1924.
The final step in the development of the Sudan railway
system as it exists to-day was the extension of the Kassala
line south-westward to Gedaref and Mefaza, and thence
across the Blue Nile at the Sennar Bam to a junction
with the main Gezira line from Khartoum,
From an engineering point of view this was a somewhat
difficult undertaking since it involved ths construction
of three large bridges ; that across the upper part of the
Atbara at Kashm el Girba, and those across the Rivers
Rahad and Binder, the two largest tributaries of the
Blue Nile. The route, however, presented no other
constructional difficulties, and the railway from Sennar
via Gedaref and Kassala to the Eed Sea was opened for
traffic on February 15th, 1929.
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